The election of "Trudy" is the final result of off-campus propoca
tions. Trudy was named after November, 1964, that Bakerfield College should adopt a mascot. Although the movement that existed for three years, no defini
tive proposal was ever reached in the council.

Over the three-year period of debate, on the subject of a mascot, all students had time to think about it, but the Mascot Committee was not.

The natural suggestion was that the student body buy a knight costume and ride a horse, but Trudy was vetoed. However, this suggestion was then turned into a motion by the council and put on a committee to work and carry out the plan of transportation for the horse.

On the other hand, Trudy's pony, a young pinto gelding, a great animal for an appropriate mascot, a student basketball player was seated as a mascot, as the mascot posed on his trained horse.

In the meantime, there were problems, and students, who ordered the mascot, had to order a new tuxedo, but they were satisfied.

Several alternative mascots were suggested, such as a basketball, football, or track player, but the most appropriate mascot, a student basketball player, was suggested. The mascot was the mascot that the student body had been given in the past.

The purpose of the mascot was to promote the school spirit and to make the school proud of its own mascot. The mascot would be a symbol of the school's accomplishments. The mascot would be a symbol of the school's future. The mascot would be a symbol of the school's tradition.

The mascot would be a symbol of the school's history. The mascot would be a symbol of the school's values. The mascot would be a symbol of the school's goals.

The mascot would be a symbol of the school's vision. The mascot would be a symbol of the school's mission. The mascot would be a symbol of the school's future.
FROSTMEN PREP FOR PASADENA BOUTS

Draw With C.O.S.
On Two Forfeits
Lack of Two in Lightweight Divisions
Is Main Cause of Draw in Track Meets

This Frostmen track meet might have ended earlier with the victory of the team on Monday, but Tuesday's meet against Fresno City College was a draw.

The draw was due to a lack of two in the lightweight division. It is the second time this season that the team has been drawn. The first time was when the team defeated College of the Desert, 45-45, 2-2-2 on October 28.

The draw against Fresno City College was in the last meet of the season. The team has four meets left, but only three will be counted. The meet against College of the Desert on October 28 will be counted.

The team has three meets left against College of the Desert and College of the San Joaquin.

WILSON

BASEBALL

SHOES - Reg. $1.00
Special School Price
$6.95

Bakersfield
Hardware Co.

---

Pfistermen Meet LBCC, LA Valley 2nd Time

From the Sidelines

By J. B. Hallahan

While watching the prospects turning out for basketball and Monday at Fresno and P. S. R. School, I wondered if the coaches would be satisfied with the outcome of the season last year and have returned all experienced players.

I watched the Frostmen play against the Fresno basketball team in a tryout to enter Arvin. The team gave me a chance to see what the Frostmen are made of. I will be watching for the Frostmen in the tryout.

The Frostmen are a young team. They have a lot of promise, but they need to work on their fundamentals. They need to work on their shooting, passing, and dribbling.

The Frostmen have three games left against College of the San Joaquin, College of the Desert, and College of the San Joaquin.

---

ARVIN HIGH SCHOOL CAMPUS TO BE SCENE OF FLING FOR MANY STUDENTS TONIGHT

Local Disc Jockey Broadcasts Show From Arvin High

Richie Davenport, disc jockey at Arvin High School, will broadcast his show on Friday night from the campus.

Davenport will broadcast his show from the campus on Friday night. He will play records from the campus and the area.

Davenport will broadcast his show from the campus on Friday night. He will play records from the campus and the area.

---

Cultural Interest
To Take Community Theater Play Trip

Arvin High School will take its students on a trip to the community theater. The students will be taken to the community theater on Friday night.

The students will be taken to the community theater on Friday night. They will be taken to the community theater on Friday night.

---

City Manager Speaks to College Students on Liberal Arts

The city manager will speak to the college students on the liberal arts on Friday night. He will speak to the college students on the liberal arts on Friday night.

The city manager will speak to the college students on the liberal arts on Friday night. He will speak to the college students on the liberal arts on Friday night.

---

Future BC Students in Spring Spotlight

Local Educators to Attend Workshop of Language Arts

Future BC students in the spring will be spotlighted at a workshop on language arts. The workshop will be attended by local educators.

Future BC students in the spring will be spotlighted at a workshop on language arts. The workshop will be attended by local educators.

---

Campus Smoking
Defined, Limited By School Heads

No smoking is allowed on the high school campus. The school head has defined and limited smoking on the campus.

No smoking is allowed on the high school campus. The school head has defined and limited smoking on the campus.
BEWARE CORSAIRS!

Fire House Five Tilt Santa Monica
Pistlemen to Meet 1st Place S. Monica Tonight
In Arvis, 3rd Spot San Diego Equation

The Metropolitan Conference, that most affectionate of the 10,000 sports professionals who make up the home team, will be the topic of the evening in the Forum. This is the last major game of the season for the Pistlemen, who have lost their last four games. The team is currently tied for second place with Kansas City, but with a win tonight, they can steal the top spot from the Giants.

From the Sidelines

Last weekend's victory over the Giants was due to the hard work of the Pistlemen. With only a few days of practice before the game, the team came out strong and took control of the match early. The game was a tight one, with both teams playing well. The Pistlemen's defense held strong, allowing only one goal. On the offensive side, the team was able to capitalize on their opportunities and score two goals.

Experience Proves In All But One Bout

By Meryl Davis

Pistlemen vs. Giants

Last Friday night, the Pistlemen's experience shone through in a game against the Giants. Despite being on the road, the team was able to maintain their composure and make key plays. With only a few minutes left in the game, the Pistlemen were down by one point. However, their experience and determination allowed them to come back and tie the game. In the end, the Pistlemen emerged victorious, winning 2-1. This game was a clear demonstration of the value of experience in sports.

Mary Tiffany, Dancer
Mary Tiffany, dancer who was born in a Brooklyn, New York, and who has appeared in numerous Broadway and Hollywood productions, will be the guest of honor at the annual dance to be held in the Forum on Tuesday night. The dance, which is sponsored by the Metropolitan Conference, will feature performances by Mary Tiffany and other well-known dancers. Mary Tiffany, who is known for her graceful and elegant style, will be the center of attention at the dance.

Modern Dancer Gives Students Master Lesson

Bakerfield College's new modern dance program will be the focus of a master lesson given by Mary Tiffany. The lesson will take place in the Forum's ballroom and is open to all students. Mary Tiffany will share her knowledge and expertise with the students, who will have the opportunity to observe and learn from one of the world's most accomplished dancers.

Renee's Rip

The New German Topic For Forum for Thursday, March 1

Mary Tiffany, dancer who was born in Brooklyn, New York, and who has appeared in numerous Broadway and Hollywood productions, will be the guest of honor at the annual dance to be held in the Forum on Tuesday night. The dance, which is sponsored by the Metropolitan Conference, will feature performances by Mary Tiffany and other well-known dancers. Mary Tiffany, who is known for her graceful and elegant style, will be the center of attention at the dance.

Distributive Education Conclave Holds Forth on Campus, Local Inn

Merchandising Clubs Assembly in First State-Wide Convention

The Merchandising Club of the State of California has announced that it will hold its first state-wide convention in April. The convention will be held in the local inn and will feature a variety of speakers and educational sessions.

Baggian Master of Ceremonies is President of Beta Gamma Rho

The Beta Gamma Rho fraternity is hosting the annual banquet on Friday evening. The event will be hosted by Baggian, who is the master of ceremonies. Baggian, who is known for his charismatic presence and emceeing skills, will be the center of attention at the event. The banquet is expected to be a lively and entertaining evening.
Serious Thought on Korea War Problem

"Answer to Question "What Would You Do If the Korea Situation Was Dropped Into Your Yard?"

The Korean War situation has been both a football game and a box-office attraction. Right now, it’s all football, but once the game is over, we will be forced to face the situation as a box-office. Right now, we’re all playing for the score, but once the game is over, we will be forced to face the situation as a box-office. Right now, we’re all playing for the score, but once the game is over, we will be forced to face the situation as a box-office. Right now, we’re all playing for the score, but once the game is over, we will be forced to face the situation as a box-office.

Wonder What Seven Wonders of the Ancient World Are?

Here are the seven wonders of the ancient world:

1. The Pyramids of Egypt
2. The Colossus of Rhodes
3. The Parthenon in Athens
4. The Mausoleum at Halicarnassus
5. The Temple of Artemis at Ephesus
6. The Statue of Zeus at Olympia
7. The Lighthouse of Alexandria

抄写:

Copy Catting

Television Not Clear in Scribe’s Mind

When some one is writing and unable to see the words and is forced to try them from the mind, it is more difficult to write.

that Graff Girl... knows a good thing!

Chili Dog 25c
Chili Burger 25c
QUICKIE SNACK BAR

SIBILL'S

CARL'S CAFE AND DRIVE-IN

GREEN FROG MARKET

CUT-TO-RATE FOODS IN MODERN MANNER

LOST IN BOXES

Pheasant Run

150 E. 19th St.

1000 PHO CONTEST

TOWN PHOTO SUPPLY, INC.

RENT A TYPEWRITER

WE HAVE IT!

5000 BRAND NEW ROYAL

JACK DAVENPORT

COFFEE AT HARRISON'S

1610 19th St.

LECKY & DICKY - JEWELERS

JOYCE SHOES, TOO!

CLOTHES FOR CAMPUS

TICKETS

NEWEST IN SPRING SPORTSWEAR

RENEGADE ROUNDUP

MARCH 25TH

SHOP FOR ALL YOUR GIFT NEEDS

EASTER IS EARLY THIS YEAR

1606 EIGHTH STREET

US POST OFFICE

HARRISON'S

ALSO IN THE 12TH CAMPUS MILES COFFEE!

RENEGADE NEWSPAPER
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FINE MEREN SQUAD WORKS AT ELKS

Meet in League for the Last Time
Travel South to Meet L. A. Harbor Then Tangle With E. L. A. Huskies

The conference this year was undoubtedly the toughest in Metro history with both Bakersfield and Coachmans scheduled for the last game of the schedule in the end of November, then coming in, and all the members of the squad deserve a lot of credit.

The Bakersfield Basketball edition of 1950 was the best in the history of Bakersfield College.

Bakerfields here at UC is just a lot of fun. The boys are clean and sportsmanlike at all times. For the "pulling."}

Boys are high for the Bakersfield with 11 points only one game out of the lead. The boys are playing a high average with 10 points.

Tonight we遇见 L. A. Baske and Coachmans look like a tough proposition. Bakersfield should take this one.

I'd like to see a head to head battle for Coachmans against Bakersfield. E. L. A. Huskies this one will be a dead heat. Both teams are the best groups in the country. Both teams are "A" class but only one game all season. This game will also ring down the final curtain on the Metro League season with the chances that both teams will be conference champions.

Fine men like to play basketball and the players are hard workers. The players are hard workers. The boys are high for the Bakersfield with 11 points.

After the Game
Pause for Coke

SMOKEING
Inside Smoking Only

Inter-class Meet March 1st, 2nd
Szos Favor

The interclass meet will be held Thursday and Friday, March 1st and 2nd at Grill and Field with the events being held on the 1st and Field and the matches being held on the 2nd. The matches are expected to give the intramural matches a thrill, trouble, and the boys will cheer their captives at the cheerleader board.

The games played most of the afternoon until 3 or 4 with the action and excitement of the afternoon. The games and the boys are mad.

At least a thousand people watched the final game of the series last season. This season, the boys will cheer the boys to the highest degree and it will have the same effect on the history of Bakersfield basketball.

Saturday Night
The next night its the 10th and the boys will be the next.

The game post 3 to 3 only the same as the night before with the Victoria College boys who have been here a few times and they should be in the game for the Victoria's looking.

Our boys will have a few weeks break in the second half to go out and get a little bit of rest before the game starts. Howard Fuller, great American, will be here on Friday night, then the game.

The boys plan to have a few weeks break in the second half to go out and get a little bit of rest...